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Copyright notice.
These Notes and this design are Copyright  Richard Freeman, 2008.
While I am happy for the notes to be printed and copied they may not be used in any other publication or
published on any other website without written permission.
You are more than welcome to make these speakers for your own use (or the use/rental by your Business or
company) however you will need my permission to manufacture them for sale (excluding the sale of
used/second hand or ex-hire stock).
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AST0801 Foldback wedge - Cabinet
Design:
Anyone who runs smaller systems, would be aware that lower Frequencies from foldback are often clearly
audible to the audience, usually in the form of a muffled sound that muddies the Front of house sound.
This muddy sound is generally in the frequency range below 300Hz and the irony is that usually Singers and
musicians do not need to hear much of this through their foldback and often what they do want to hear bleeds
back from Front of House anyway.
The upshot of this is that there is little or no point designing a foldback speaker that goes significantly below
150Hz - OK possible exceptions here, are for things like Drum fill, but for Vocals (the main requirement for
Foldback), Guitars and keyboards, Foldback does not typically require much bottom end.
Another common issue (particularly with less expensive Foldback wedges) is that it is often possible to hear
that the Tweeter and woofer are in different places, this can be very disconcerting especially if the performer
moves around at all. I have been meaning to play around with Co-axial drivers for a while and this design gave
me an ideal opportunity.
While the crossover took a bit of fiddling to get sounding nice the final version was surprisingly much simpler
than I had anticipated.
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Parts list
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Description
17mm Plywood
6-9mm Plywood
B&C 8CX21 8”Coaxial driver
Cabinet mount Speakon connectors
Metal Grill 245 x 280mm
Open celled foam 245 x 280mm
6mm or 1/4” T nuts
25 x 6mm or ¼” Bolts (to match above)
6mm or 1/4” washers (to match above)
3/16” T nuts
25mm x 3/16” Bolts
3/16” washer
Assorted Self tapping screws
Liquid epoxy resin
Pigment
Enamel paint
Plastic wood/hard setting filler
1.5mm2 Red wire
1.5mm2 Black wire
6.3mm crimp spade socket
Acoustic damping material
Self adhesive coarse Velcro style hook

1

AST0801 Crossover (description at end)
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Notes
1200 x 2400mm is enough for 6 wedges
600 x 1200mm sheet is enough for 8 wedges

usually sold as Air conditioning filter.

Senseal or equivalent
e.g Lamp black for black wedges

Wadding or Sound deadening material e.g.
Jaycar (www.jaycar.com.au) AX-3688 or
similar

Velcro brand High Strength Hook Stick On
P25551 or equivalent

Suggested cut out for 1200x2400mm sheet of 17mm Ply
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Cut from the 580x280 pieces -3mm allowance for cutting
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Cut from 430x280 pieces - 3mm allowance for cutting –drill pilot holes for the connectors, stand mount and
handle but don’t cut the holes until assembly.
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Cut from 245x280 pieces
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Note handle spacer and stand blanking plates use off-cut from front spacer
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Handle plate Assembly

Align Side-plate H, Sub-plate I and Handle spacer K – screw together but do not glue.
Using a 30mm Hole saw cut out two holes for the handle (centres shown above) also drill pilot hole for the
connector through the sub-plate. Detach Side-plate from sub-plate and spacer and cut out handle and drill a
52mm diameter hole for the connector in the side-plate – also cut out sub-plate and spacer (as shown in the
following pictures) then reassemble and glue.
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Drill a 25mm diameter hole through the sub-plate for the connector and attach (and glue) the handle blanking
plate:
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Stand plate assembly
Before we start on the stand plate it is very important to identify which will be the inner and outer face of the
side-plate – while this may appear obvious you will be kicking yourself if you end up with two plates for the
same side of the foldback wedge.
You will notice in the diagrams and pictures (of the inside view) above that the higher edge of the plate is on
the right hand side this means that the plate with the Stand mount needs to be a mirror reverse (i.e. with the
higher edge on the left)
Start by screwing the side and the sub-plate together then drill the 3 pilot holes (3mm or 1/8th) where the stand
mounts and connector are to go.

Screw the stand blanking plate into place and drill through the pilot holes – just deep enough to mark the
blanking plate DO NOT Drill all the way through the blanking plate.
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Using a spade bit drill a recess (or ‘countersink”) for the holes on the outside of the side plate just deep enough
for the head of a bolt and washer as per the cross section in the diagram above.
Drill recesses on the inside of the sub-plate as well – deep enough to fit the head of the T-nuts (again as per the
cross section above).
With an appropriately sized bit (sized to fit the T-nut tightly)
drill through the side-plate, sub-plate and drill into the stand
blanking plate as well – NOTE be careful not to drill all the
way through – somewhere between ½ way to 2/3rds should be
enough for a 25mm bolt.
Again this is shown in the cross section above.
Using a hole saw cut out the 52mm hole for the connector in
the side plate and a 25mm hole in the sub-plate.
Insert the T-nuts in the side-plate, assemble and glue.

Bracing for the front baffle
Before we assemble the wedge you will need some bracing to help seal and hold in place the front baffle.
If you cut out your sheet of ply as per my suggestion on the first page you should have a length of plywood
around 68mm wide by 2400mm long.
Cut this up the middle at a 60° angle which will give you two
lengths 30-40mm wide which can be cut into 280mm lengths to
support the front baffle (shown as parts P and O in the diagram
below )

Cabinet assembly
Align the rear baffles and screw them in place as shown in the following diagram:

The sub-plate should help you align things during assembly. I find it safer to align and screw everything
together to check it is all straight before gluing.
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When gluing the rear baffle together make sure each joint is full of glue to ensure the speaker is airtight when
complete.

With the body of the wedge assembled check the front baffle and spacer line up and fit in the front of the
wedge. I screwed the front baffle and spacer together and planed the edges down to get a nice fit.
Overfill all cracks, holes and other imperfections with plastic wood and sand (after the plastic wood has dried
of course).
Mix up the epoxy resin (following the instructions) and mix in a pigment similar to your chosen paint - since I
chose a traditional black paint I mixed lampblack into the epoxy resin.
The epoxy resin strengthens the wood and helps stop the plywood chipping while the pigment stops any chips
in the paint being too obvious.

Mix up some Epoxy resin (I found that 120ml per wedge was enough) start by painting the edges of the
plywood with the epoxy resin – work the epoxy well into the edges and let the resin soak well into the wood.
Concentrate on the edges, around the handle and holes as this is where Plywood is most vulnerable to chipping
and then paint the rest of the wedge with epoxy.
Check the epoxy instructions for when to apply the top coat and make sure you get at least one top coat on
according to the instructions.
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When the wedge is assembled and painted line the inside of the wedge by stapling sound damping material into
the wedge (I use material from Jaycar – www.jaycar.com.au catalogue number AX-3688 with the soft side up)
Fit the T nuts to the front baffle, mount the connectors, screw the front baffle and spacer into place.

Mount the crossover towards the front of the wedge with the screw terminals towards the back (as per the
pictures) otherwise the speaker will not clear the crossover.

Screw down the protective grill – note the grill needs to be firmly mounted and I also suggest backing it with
felt or something similar to stop it rattling. Stick a strip of Velcro brand 'High Strength Hook' on either side of
the grill.
Note: this is not regular Velcro as it is coarser than normal. Strangely I couldn’t find any details on the Velcro
website when I checked (even using the part/catalogue number - P25551) but I found this at a local Bunnings
hardware store and it is sold for sticking down carpet in cars and boats etc.
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AST0801 Crossover

The crossover for the AST0801 uses the ATPS PXCD 2nd order crossover with Tweeter protection – for more
info look at www.atps.net
The tweeter protection is set to trip at 24 Volts and the crossover point is set at 3.5Khz.
While you can make one up on Veroboard the proper PCB will make it a lot easier to build (available at
www.atps.net ).

The circuit consists of three sections the Protection Circuit, the Low pass filter for the woofer and the high pass
filter for the tweeter.

Low Pass Filter
The Low pass section consists of L2 and C7 – these act as a Second order (12dB/Octave) filter for the woofer
set at 3.5Khz .

High pass Filter
Due to the higher sensitivity of the tweeter R2 (A and B) act as a 10dB pad and C2 and L1 are a 3.5Khz filter.
Note that the tweeter is wired with its polarity reversed with respect to the woofer.
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Protection circuit
Trigger filter
C9 and L3 act as a high pass filter while R9 provides a constant/predictable load for the filter.
The filter is set at 3.5Khz
D1 to D4 are UF4004 high speed diodes which operate as a full wave rectifier and C6 is a 0.82uF (May be
varied to suit application) capacitor which acts as the Filter and also provides a slight delay before the circuit
triggers.

Trip point
R6 and R7 act as a voltage divider for the trigger for the SCR - SC1 and sets the voltage at which the protector
trips in this case the trip point is set at 24.5 Volts.
Most tweeters I tested were lucky to survive their ‘rated’ power for any significant period of time so you will
need to be conservative with the trip point, also most compression drivers are distorting badly by the time they
hit 20Watts or so, making a trip level of 20 Watts a fairly safe bet in most cases.
If you have the money, can get replacement diaphragms cheaply enough or are making more than a couple of
speakers then it may very well be worth testing a few tweeters to destruction in order to discover what their real
long term power ratings are.
C8 (10uF) resets the SCR when the Relay drops out and stops any potential false triggering.
Q1(MJE340), R4 (85 Ohm), ZD1 (3V3) and R5 act as a current limit to stop the Relay burning out due to
excess voltage from the power amplifier.
RLY1 is a Relay with a 400 Ohm coil and R9 is set at 150 Ohms. Any half decent power amplifier should be
able to drive this extra load without noticing and it makes the Circuit self powered.
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Parts locator

Note that the inductors are securely tied down with cable ties and I strongly recommend that large components
are held down using Neutral cure silicone (sparingly) – this is very important if the wedges are going to be
moved around at all.
Part no
C2A
C2B
C4A
C4B
C4C
C6
C7
C8
C9A
C9B
D1-4
D5
F1

L1
L2

Location Description
B4
1uF 250V Polypropylene
B5
2.2uF 250V Polypropylene
Not used
Not used
Not used
A2
0.82uF 100V polyester
I3
6.8uF 250V Polypropylene
B2
10uF 63V Electrolytic
D1
0.47uF greencap
Not used
A0
UF4004 high speed diode
B3
1N4001
G8
5.5 Amp 3AG fuse
F8
fuse holder - 3AG clip
H8
fuse holder - 3AG clip
C8
1.5 mH 3 Amp
G1
0.82 mH 6 Amp

Part no Location
L3
B0
Q1
A3
R1
R2
R3a
F10
R3b
H10
R4
A2
R5
B3
R6
B3
R7
B2
R9
D1
R10
RLY1
C3
SC1
ZD1
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B3
A3

Description
10mH 100mA
MJE340 or similar
Not used
Not used
8R2
5W
6R8
5W
85 Ω 1/4W
15K
1/4W
24K
1/4W
560 Ω 1/4W
150 Ω 5W
Not used
FRS6-S5-DC12V
400 Ω DPDT 5A Relay
BT169
3.3V 1W Zener
Cable ties 3mm x 100mm

Bill of materials
Speaker cabinet
QTY

Description
17mm Plywood (1200 x 2400mm is enough for
6 wedges)

6-9mm Plywood (600 x 1200mm sheet is
enough for 8 wedges)

1
2
1
1

B&C 8CX21 8”Coaxial driver
Cabinet mount Speakon connectors
Metal Grill 245 x 280mm
Open cell foam 245 x 280mm (usually sold for
use as Air conditioner filters.)

2
2
2
8
8
8

6mm or 1/4” T nuts
25 x 6mm or ¼” Bolts (to match above)
6mm or 1/4” washers (to match above)
3/16” T nuts
25mm x 3/16” Bolts
3/16” washer
Assorted Self tapping screws
Liquid epoxy resin (Senseal or equivalent)
Pigment (e.g. Lamp black for black wedges)
Enamel paint
Plastic wood/hard setting filler
1.5m 1.5mm2 Red wire
1.5m 1.5mm2 Black wire
4
6.3mm crimp spade socket
Wadding or Sound deadening material e.g. Jaycar
(www.jaycar.com.au) AX-3688 or similar

1

Self adhesive coarse Velcro style hook
Velcro brand High Strength Hook Stick On
P25551 or equivalent
AST0801 Crossover
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Notes

Crossover
QTY
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Description
PXCD-1AB Crossover PCB
1uF 250V Polypropylene Capacitor
2.2uF 250V Polypropylene Capacitor
0.82uF 100V polyester Capacitor
6.8uF 250V Polypropylene Capacitor
10uF 63V Electrolytic Capacitor
0.47uF greencap Capacitor
UF4004 high speed diode
1N4001
5.5 Amp 3AG fuse
3AG PCB mount fuse clip
1.5 mH 3 Amp Inductor
0.82 mH 6 Amp Inductor
10mH 100mA
MJE340 or similar
8R2
5W Resistor
6R8
5W Resistor
85 Ω 1/4W Resistor
15K
1/4W Resistor
24K
1/4W Resistor
560 Ω 1/4W Resistor
150 Ω 5W Resistor
FRS6-S5-DC12V 400 Ω DPDT 5A Relay
BT169 SCR
3.3V 1W Zener diode
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Notes

